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Come inside... its warm and its comfortable. Yes, please
take off your shoes - if just to feel that fabulous floor...
its barefoot heaven here in this wool haven!
So, what I can tell you about this bold and beautiful space? We have used
real wool, grown on sheep that roam freely across the pastures of our planet.
Here you will see how versatile wool is when used by textile manufacturers, fashion
designers, crafts people and artists - colour, texture, design, functionality are all
represented in our unique wool story.

But, design apart, really, it is the hidden story that makes our house special…
the way wool works within the room and on the wearer. This is no ordinary fibre,
this is a living, breathing ‘smart’ fibre that will improve the internal air you breathe,
improve your sleep, improve your comfort and ensure your safety. Structured and
resilient, wool in the home will last and last and still look good.
In fashion, you can be truly impressed and impressive. Your coat, hat, and
everything from socks to scarves will let your body breathe and lend enduring
quality and style to your life. There are no need for landfills with our wardrobe.

Life has many options.
But we hope you agree that…
Wool is the answer.
No question.

About the
Campaign
for Wool
The Campaign for Wool was launched in 2010 to educate
consumers about the benefits of wool, promote wool-rich
products to a national audience and help to support and
grow the wool industry. Run by a coalition of industry groups
convened by HRH The Prince of Wales, the Campaign works
to engage consumers through exciting fashion, interiors,
artisan and design lead activities centering around Wool
Week each year.
The Campaign for Wool is jointly funded by some of the
largest wool grower organisations in the world. Key nation
partners include the British Wool Marketing Board, Australian
Wool Innovation/The Woolmark Company, Cape Wools South
Africa and Campaign for Wool New Zealand. All have shown
incredible support and contributed to the global success of
His Royal Highness’s Campaign for Wool since its inception.

“Wool is a product that the
most brilliant boffin in the
most hi-tech laboratory
could never create.”
HRH The Prince of Wales
Patron, The Campaign for Wool

Designed and
Curated by
Karina Garrick
The Wool BnB is designed and curated by Karina Garrick who
has worked on interiors direction and styling for many years
having worked with leading brands, publications and on many
exhibition installations during her successful career. Karina
is a wool lover, she has been part of the Campaign for Wool
activity since 2010 and lives in London with her family.

@karinagarrick

Photography Peter Dixon

Welcome to
the Wool BnB
Who Lives in a house like this?
Our Wool bnb is designed to offer a bold, bright, creative interior.
It oozes warmth and comfort and has lots of floor cushions and
throws to allow complete relaxation on lazy days. It has room
for friends to spread out across the floor too and there are lots
of quirky textures and humorous elements - so our inhabitant
likes fun and friendship... and good times! We like to think this
is an ageless space - although perhaps... a younger... ageless
inhabitant resides here
Whoever lives here, wants to sleep well, dress well, live well.
They are happy to share and they like to think that they are
providing an experience of their world and their love for wool!
They have great taste and good values and... we like them.
We hope you do too.

‘Whitman’ Soft Black, Wool Flatweave Stair Runner, Roger Oates.
Wool Rich Socks (on sheep), Grodo.
Felted Wool Garland, Aveva Design.

living room

living room
Wall Colour ‘Deep Space Blue’ no 207, Absolute Emulsion, Little
Greene Paints.
Carpet ‘Felix Raison’ Classic, Liberty Fabric Collection, Alternative Flooring.
Wool Underlay, Fairbank Textiles.
Wall Art, ‘Rhythm’ ‘Paint’ & ‘Eclipse’ from the #CanvasToCarpet
Collection by artist Allistair Covell.
Sofa ‘Cooper’ 2.5 in Amalfi Soft Wool, Sofa.com.
Hand Knitted Cushion ‘Hugo Quod’, Melanie Porter.
Red Houndstooth Cushion fabric, ‘Ripon’ Burgundy wool & Green Pattern
Cushion fabric, ‘Gisburn’ Sage wool both from the Ashfield Wool Collection,
Ian Mankin.
Embroidered Wool Cushions, ‘Heart of Oak’ Blue and Red on Cream
& ‘Heart of Oak’ Green and Brown on Grey, both by Kit Kemp for Fine
Cell Work.
Wool Cushion Pads, Wool Soft.
‘Pumpkin’ Footstools, Pink, Orange, Blue & Purple upholstered in a mix
of Harris Tweed Hebrides Wool fabrics, Harris Tweed Collection, Tetrad.
Wool fabrics, Harris Tweed Collection by Tetrad.
Blue Woven Wool Cushions, ‘St David’s Cross’ Blue, Melin Tregwynt.
Art Installation on Table ‘Full English Breakfast’, Jessica Dance.
Table Top in ‘Solidwool’ Material, Solidwool.

snug

snug
Wall Colour ‘Deep Space Blue’ no 207, Absolute Emulsion,
Little Greene Paints.
‘Felix’, Foot Stool in Dijon soft wool, Sofa.com.
‘Marcie’, Knitted Wool Table Lamp, Melanie Porter.
‘Georgette’, Footstool in Flamingo soft wool, Sofa.com.
Wall Art in Merino wool by artist Jacqueline Fink.
Embroidered Cushions ‘ ‘Breon Ocasey’ in Red and Blue, By Conran
at Marks and Spencer.
Carpet ‘Flowers of Thorpe’ Summer Garden, Liberty Print Collection,
Alternative Flooring.
Wool Underlay, Fairbank Textiles.
Upholstered Benches in ‘Flaxman’ Pewter & ‘Halle’ Soft Black Wool
Flatweave, Roger Oates.
Floor Cushion Wool Fabrics, ‘Austin Stripe’ Orchard Fruit, ‘Austin Stripe’
Orange Marmalade & ‘Bertie’ col 1, Art of the Loom.
Woven Wool Throws ‘Vintage Star Blossom’ Pink & ‘ Melin Tregwynt.
‘Pumpkin’ Footstools, Pink, Orange, Blue & Purple upholstered in a mix
of Harris Tweed Hebrides Wool fabrics, Harris Tweed Collection, Tetrad.
Wool Cushion, ‘Multiblock’ Abraham Moon.
Felted Wool Hanging Plant holders, Aveva Design.
Felted Wool Garland, Aveva Design.
Woven Wool Artwork in frames, Weft Blown.
Herdwick Framed Photographic Prints, Cherchbi.
‘Herdwick Common’ Book, Cherchbi.
Small Lampshades, Dunelm Mill.
Handwoven Wool ‘Beach’ Cowl Scarf, Weft Blown.
‘Sanna’ Knitted Pom Pom Wool Hat, Hilary Grant.
Wool Cushion Pads, Wool Soft.

study

Wall Colour ‘Leather’ no 191, Absolute Emulsion, Little Greene Paints.
‘Abbeyglen’ Fermanagh Plaid Wool Carpet, Brintons.
Wool Underlay, Fairbank Textiles.
‘WOW’ Felted Wool and Wood Pendant Light, Aveva Design.
‘Pumpkin’ Footstools, Pink, Orange, Blue & Purple upholstered in a mix
of Harris Tweed Hebrides Wool fabrics, Harris Tweed Collection, Tetrad.
‘Wool Map’ in Wool, Jessica Wheeler.
‘One Button’ Armchair designed by Steuart Padwick for Adams and
Moore, upholstered in ‘Mourne’ Mist wool fabric by Mourne Textiles.
Roman Blind in ‘Lanark’ Wool Fabric, Colefax and Fowler.

dining room
‘Kivo’ Wool Panels Acoustic Sound Wall, Herman Miller.
‘Skittle Leg Stickback’ Painted Wood Settee, I&J Brown.
‘Hembury’ Chair, SolidWool.
Wool Art, (Composition lV) by artist Allistair Covell.
‘Plaid 17’ & ‘Monochrome 17’ Cushions, Adriana Homewares.
‘Kings cross’ & ‘Bricklane’ Wool Cushions, Rowenna Mason.
‘Vintage Rose Regatta’ Woven Wool Throw, Melin Tregwynt.
‘Herringbone 17’ & ‘Diamond 17’, Adrianna Homewares.
‘Abbotsford’ Border Plaid Wool Carpet, Brintons.

master bedroom

master bedroom
Wall Colour, Olive Colour no 72, Absolute Emulsion, Little Greene Paints.
Carpet, ‘Pure Brit’ Wool Carpet in Falstone, Adam Carpets.
Wool Underlay, Fairbank Textiles.
Curtain Fabric ‘Cobblestone’ Mystic Blue, Mark Alexander at Romo.
Wool fabric on Canvas ‘Corrosion’ Entropy, Camira.
On Footstool:
‘Club Footstool’ in Dijon Soft Wool, Sofa.com.
Cream Wool Knitted Cushions ‘Lyntton’ ‘Cloutsham’ ‘Oxford’ & ‘Hawkridge’,
Exmoor Horn Wool.
Woven Wool Cushions ‘Heirloom Crossed’ ‘Moss’ ‘Lattice’ & ‘Stars’,
Warped Textiles.
Wool Filled Cushion Pads, Wool Soft.
Grey Wool Blanket & Cushions ‘Winston’, Scarlet & Argent.
Hand Knitted Throw, ‘Hugo Magnus’ Mustard, Melanie Porter.
Bed:
Wool Upholstered ‘Triton’ Headboard and Wool Upholstered Bedbase,
Shetland Wool Mattress & Shetland Wool Topper, all by Vispring.
Shetland Wool Waffle Medium Throw, Wallace Sewell.
Hand Knitted Throws ‘Alice Herringbone’ in Moss and Cream,
Melanie Porter.
Cushion fabric (on bed) ‘Cobblestone’ Murano Pink, Mark Alexander
at Romo.
Wool Filled Duvet and Bed Pillows, The Wool Room.
Wool Lampshades, ‘Mondo’ Orange, Melin Tregwynt.
Wardrobe Handles in Felted Wool, Aveva Design.
Herdwick Sheep Tapestry, Melissa Watts.
‘Lack’ Shelves, green, Ikea.
Small Lampshades, Dunelm Mill.
Felted Wool Garland, Aveva Design.

wool-k-in wardrobe

wool-k-in wardrobe
Wall Colour ‘Marine Blue’ no 95, Absolute Emulsion, Little Greene Paints.
Carpet ‘Strawberry Meadow’ Marigold, Liberty Fabrics Collection,
Alternative Flooring.
‘Archie’, Upholstered Chair in Knitted Wool, Melanie Porter.
‘Random acts of kindness’ wool on card, framed, from a series, & ‘Untitled’
Hand Tufted Rug, Sally Spinks.
Cushion, ‘Country House’, Bronte by Moons.
Curtains, Wool fabric panels, ‘Byron’ Wool Plains Rose, Sanderson
& ‘Flannel’ Indigo, J. Robert Scott.
Clothing Displayed, M&S, John Smedley, Christopher Raeburn,
Agi & Sam, Adidas.

wool-k-in wardrobe

Wool Fashion Matters... Barbour Dashing Tweeds
Finisterre Jack Wills Jaeger x Lou Dalton
John Smedley Marks & Spencer Smalls
Walker Slater Bicester Village Chinti Partker
Markus Lupfer Crumpet Brora John Smedley
Pringle Johnstons of Elgin Ross Barr Paul
Smith Turnbull & Asser Private White Anderson
Sheppard Agi & Sam Teatum Jones Chris
Raeburn Sibling Adidas Ashmei Rewoolution
Ortovox Armadillo Merino Johnstons of Elgin
All birds Wool Care by: AEG Philips Ecover

makers room

makers room

Wall Colour ‘Special Mix’ in Absolute Emulsion, Created for Wool bnb,
Little Greene Paints.
Merino Wool Yarn & Knitting Needles, Melanie Porter.
Selection of knitting yarns from West Yorkshire Spinners, Laxtons & Herdy.
Craft yarn, twool.
Carpet yarns on cones, Brintons.
Lambswool Fabrics, ‘Flora’ ‘Caledonia’ ‘Dairmid’ ‘Ceilidh’ & ‘Ashiestiel’,
Johnstons of Elgin.
Wool Shaw, ‘Elska’ in Mint, Grey & White & ‘Sanna’ Knitted Pom Pom Hat
in Pine & Seal Grey, Hilary Grant.
Chairs upholstered in Knitted Wool, ‘Ollie’ & ‘Otis’, Melanie Porter.
Selection of Wool Carpet Samples, Edward Fields at Tai Ping Carpets.
Felted Wool ‘WOW’ Stools in Black & Turquoise, by Aud Julie Befring at
Aveva Design.
‘Linnom’, Table Tops & ‘Lerberg’, trestles, Ikea.

reading room
Wall Colour ‘Yellow Pink’ no 46, Absolute Emulsion, Little Greene Paints.
Notice Board fabric ‘Corrosion’ tarnish with Wallace and Sewell Selvedge
trim, April Daisies.
‘Geometric Light Large’, Cerulean Blue, ‘Geometric Light Small’, Indigo,
‘Geometric Light Extra Small, Cerulean Blue, Woven Wool Dip Dyed
Pendant Lights, Janie Knitted Textiles.
Mustard Wool Cushion, Teal Wool Footstool, Large Wool Floor Cushions,
Anna Gravelle.
‘Prang’ Flamboyant, Hand Woven Rug, Angie Parker Textiles.
‘Wave’ Wool Blanket, mustard, Hilary Grant.
‘Graphic Kilim’ Wool Rug, Marks and Spencer.
Wool Underlay, Fairbank Textiles.
Grey Felted Wool Footstool, Aveva Design.
Personalised Soft Felted Wool Toys, Dachshund Book Ends & Dachshund
Cushion, CDBDI.
‘Hugo Quod’ Hand Knitted Cushion in Mustard, Melanie Porter.
Harris Tweed, sea, Wool Curtains, Vanessa Arbuthnott.
‘Poppy’ Knitted Floor Lamp & Lampshade, Melanie Porter.
‘Wool Art’, Angela Wright.

shepherds hut

shepherds hut

Shepherds Hut, Artisan Shepherds Huts.
‘Betty’ Rocking Sheep, Melanie Porter.
Woven Wool Throw, ‘Patrwm Patagonia Gorwel’ Vintage Rose Savanna’
& ‘Knot Garden Bluestone’ Melin Tregwynt.
Woven Wool Cushions, ‘Patrwm Patagonia Gorwel’ & Knot Garden
Bluestone’ Melin Tregwynt.
‘Southbank’ Wool Cushions, Pink & Grey & Monochrome, Rowenna Mason.
‘Block’ Striped Wool Throw, Marks and Spencer.
Wool loft Insulation on roll, Thermafleece.
Upholstered Bench in ‘Fitzroy’ Black Wool Flatweave, Roger Oates.
‘Block’ Wool Rug, Rowena Mason.
‘Whitman’ Soft Black, Flat Weave Wool Runner, Roger Oates.
Wool Slippers, Redcliffs Slippers.
‘Newmarket’ blanket, Scarlet & Argent.
Shetland Wool Mattress upholstered in Wool Ticking, Vispring.
Harris Tweed Wool Cushion, ‘Peat’, Vanessa Abuthnott.

brands a-z

The Campaign for Wool gratefully acknowledges the support of all the companies and brands that have loaned
and donated product, given time and offered their support to create the Wool BnB. It is the conscientious
endeavours of these people and their businesses that make wool the success story that it is today.

Adam Carpets

AEG

Allistair Covell

Adam Carpets is a family business who
has been manufacturing wool carpets in
Kidderminster for over 80 years. During that
time, the brand has become synonymous for
its high quality products, its innovation and its
vast colour bank. Adam Carpets are made in
the brand’s factory in Kidderminster.
@adamcarpetsuk
@AdamCarpets

AEG specialises in innovative home appliances
that bring superior form and function to your
daily life.
The AEG brand offers a full range of products
that continue the proud history of the brand.
A track record which started with electric
light bulbs evolved over the years to include
everything from cars, trains, power tools and
electric machines to instruments, nuclear
power, motors, microelectronics and more.
The brand is as attractive and relevant today
as it was over 120 years ago.
As featured in the house: The AEG ProTex
Plus dryer enables you to dry even the most
delicate loads with the unique AbsoluteCareTM
System and its Woolmark Blue certification.
ProSteam makes use of steam technology
to quickly, naturally and safely refresh and
de-wrinkle all your clothes, even delicates
and dry-clean-only garments.
aegglobal
AEG
aeg_uk

Allistair Covell is an award-winning
contemporary surface designer with a
background in fine art, printed textiles and
fashion design. The surface patterns that feature
heavily in Allistair’s artwork are inspired by the
natural and urban landscapes, architectural
shapes and the effects of listening and
responding to music.
@allistaircovell
@AllistairCovell

Adriana Homewares
Adriana Homewares is a Yorkshire based
woven textiles brand creating statement fabrics
for the home. Using 100% British Bluefaced
Leicester wool to create its fabrics. Adriana
Homewares ensures comfort and the longevity
of every product.
@_adrianahome
@AdrianaHomewares
@_AdrianaHome
adrianagentile

All Fankled Up
At the helm of All Fankled Up is Mia Hardy.
She is based in the coastal craft town of West
Kilbride in North Ayrshire, Scotland. Mia’s work
is heavily influenced by her beautiful coastal
surroundings and nautical experiences. Her
aim is to create beautiful pieces with a practical
use in the home.

brands a-z
Alternative Flooring

April Daisies

Art of the Loom

Alternative Flooring is a UK brand creating
and supplying innovative and unique carpets,
stair runners and rugs for use across the most
stylish locations.
Alternative flooring has partnered with Liberty
London to create four designs in a contemporary
range of colours, all woven on its state-of-the-art
axminster looms in Salisbury. With many of the
designs originally created by William Morris, it’s
the perfect blend of old and new.
@alternativeflooring
@alternativeflooring
@AlternativeFlr
altrntvflooring

April Daisies is a small, family run business
based in Northumberland that creates a small
but unique range of products including a
stylish range of noticeboards including some
upholstered in wool.
@April-Daisies
@April_Daisies

Art of the Loom is a classic and contemporary
British curtain and upholstery fabric makers
using only 100% natural fibres. These fibres
- wool, linen, and cotton - are carefully woven
into both traditional and contemporary fabrics.
Instagram: @artoftheloomuk
@Artoftheloomuk
@ArtoftheLoom

Angela Wright
Installation artist, Angela Wright creates large
scale wool works of art. Her installations can
be seen in churches, galleries and public places
across the globe as well as the Wool BnB.

Angie Parker Textiles
Angie Parker is an award winning weaver of
rugs and exquisite vibrant textiles derived
from traditional Scandinavian rug weaving
techniques. The distinctive and intricate floor
art and fabric creations are hand-woven using
long established patterns such as Krokbragd,
which she combines with her instinctive and
daring approach to colour. It is the creative
process of importing a contemporary element
to the time honoured techniques of rug
weaving, and the responses from the viewer
which most excite her.
@angieparkertextiles
@AngieParkerTextiles
@angieptextiles
angieparker3572

Aveva Designs
Aveva Designs is a Swedish interior design
company that design colourful functional
objects. Focusing on sustainable ideas and
materials, this brand challenges traditional
and natural materials and stretches the
possibilities of use through the combination of
hard and soft materials in interior design. The
combination and contrasts of wood and wool is
a clear part of their trademark.
Aveva Design has retaken the handfelted wool
into the living area, keeping and old tradition
alive while creating new objects.
@avevadesign
@avevadesign
aveva

brands a-z
Abraham Moon

British Felt

CDBDI

Abraham Moon has over 175 experience and
is one of the countries leading woollen and
worsted cloth manufacturers. Priding itself on a
unique blend of modern design and traditional
craft, keeping one eye on fine heritage and
the other on contemporary trends, it is one of
the few fully vertical mills left in Britain today.
Abraham Moon complete all manufacturing
processes, from the delivery of the raw wool
through dyeing, blending, carding, spinning,
warping, weaving and finishing all at one site.
@Abm.Moon
@AbrahamMoonSons

British Felt is a converter of non-metallic
fabrics and foams; manufacturing components
for a variety of sectors including automotive,
medical, construction, steel processing, toy and
hobby craft, military.
The pressed wool felt (technical felt, industrial
felt) is manufactured using traditional methods
of pressing, fulling, shrinking and drying and
is globally sourced from a number of key
partners in both Europe and Asia. Its foam,
rubber and adhesive tapes are all sourced
from European partners, with whom they have
developed very close working relationships.
@britishfelt

Vicky is a designer and maker of handmade
and personalised soft toys and gifts entirely
constructed from softly felted, high quality
lambs wool.
@cdbdi
@cdbdi_toys

Brintons
Brintons has been making British carpets in
Kidderminster for over 230 years, and since
it’s humble beginnings back in 1783, quality
has always been paramount. It is proud to call
itself a British brand and around 1400 people
worldwide help create product its carpets,
which are described as the finest available.
@brintons_carpets
@Brintons.carpets
@BrintonsCarpets

Camira Fabrics Limited
Camira Fabrics make fabrics for spaces and
places, from offices to schools, trains to buses,
and shops to hospitals. Its fabrics are used in
a vast array of commercial interiors, education,
healthcare, retail, and for passenger transport
on bus, coach and rail.
The brand spins and dyes yarn, grows bast
fibre crops to blend with wool, and weaves on
over 100 dobby, jacquard and plush looms
to create beautiful fabrics which bring colour,
design and personality to interior schemes.
@Camirafabrics
@camira
camirafabrics

Cherchbi
Established by Adam Atkinson in 2007,
Cherchbi began with a simple idea to make
bags using the discarded wool of the ancient
Herdwick breed. The company has evolved into
a leather goods and accessories brand, crafting
modern designs that are robust, traditional and
high quality and draw inspiration from Britain’s
creative, cultural and manufacturing heritage.
Cherchbi tweed and leather bags are designed
and made in Britain using locally sourced
natural materials.
@ cherchbi
@CHERCHBI
@Cherchbi
CHERCHBI

brands a-z
Colfax and Fowler

Exmoor Horn Wool

Hilary Grant

Colefax and Fowler is a designer and distributor
of furnishing fabrics and wallpaper, renowned
for its classic English appeal. It has an elegance
and subtlety that is recognised over the world.
The Colefax Group also includes Jane Churchill,
Manuel Canovas and Larsen.
@colefaxandfowler
@ Colefax and Fowler
@Colefax_Fowler

Exmoor Horn wool is produced by around
120 farmer members of the Exmoor Horn
Sheep Breeders’ Society, in flocks ranging in
size from just a handful to over a thousand
head. Some farming families have a history in
the area going back to the thirteenth century,
others arrived in the nineteenth century under
the aegis of John Knight, and yet others are
more recent arrivals, converts to the breed and
its special qualities. In the past, some of the
fleeces went to make green baize for billiard
tables, others to make a special broad cloth.

Hilary Grant is a knitwear studio and design
partnership by Hilary Grant and Robert
Harvey, founded in 2011. Based on the remote
archipelago of Orkney, they design knitwear and
home accessories, which are sold in department
stores and independent design stores in the UK,
Japan, Hong Kong, US and Europe.
The studio works with a family-run; knitwear
manufacturer in the Scottish Borders to
produce all of its collections from high-grade
lambs wool yarns, spun and dyed in the UK.
@hilarygrantknitwear
@hilarygrantknitwear
@hilary_grant

Ecover
Ecover makes a variety of products using clever
science and harnessing the power of nature,
from laundry liquid and washing up liquid
through to power cleaners and shower cream.
As featured in the house: Ecover’s Woolmark
approved Delicate Laundry Liquid takes good
care of your fine fabrics, silks and woollens.
Trust Ecover Delicate to care for your clothes’
colour and prevent bobbling all with a subtle
lavender fragrance.
ecover_uk
@ecoveruk
ecoveruk
ecoveruk

Herman Miller
Herman Miller is a major American
manufacturer of office furniture, equipment
and home furnishings. Inventive designs,
technologies and related services that improve
the human experience wherever people work,
heal, learn and live.
@hermanmiller
@hermanmiller.europe
@HermanMiller
hermanmiller

Ian Mankin
Ian Mankin has just launched its first wool
fabric collection - ‘Ashfield’. Ian Mankin is
renowned for new and stylish interpretations
of natural and traditional fabrics in a simple yet
timeless palette of colours. Fabrics are made
from 100% natural fibres and are woven in its
traditional Lancashire mill.
@Ian_mankin
@IanmankinLtd
@Ian_mankin
Ianmankinhome

brands a-z
I & JL Brown

Janie Knitted Textiles

Johnstons of Elgin

I & JL Brown is a family business recognised
around the world not only for its unparalleled
collection of English and French country
furniture, but also for the skill of its craftsmen
and the quality and variety of furniture that it
make. All of its furniture is built and finished
by hand in its Herefordshire workshops, using
only the finest, hand selected timbers which
can then be stained, painted and distressed to
personal specifications.
@IJLBrown
@IJL-Brown
@IJLBrown
@IJLBrown

Jane Withers and Michael Hanmer are the
creative team behind Janie Knitted Textiles,
established in 2005. They create luxurious
knitwear and textiles for the home using wool
as the core material of their creations. The
Strand range of lighting uses knit cord, woven
onto metal frames and dip-dyed. All products
are made in their studio in Nottinghamshire.
@janiewithers
@knittedjanie
@knittedjanie
@Janieknits

Jacqueline Fink

Jessica Dance is a Textile Artist and Model
Maker specialising in creating tactile,
handcrafted models and props. Jessica’s
commissions span across the worlds of
advertising, art, editorial and installation.
Z. Hinchcliffe generously provided the yarn
for this installation
jessicadance_maker
@Jessica__Dance

Johnstons of Elgin is a Scottish maker of
cashmere and fine woollen clothes, knitwear
and accessories established in 1797. Alexander
Johnston established The Elgin Mill on the
banks of the River Lossie over two centuries
ago, founding a legacy of fine craft and
exquisite fabric. It has over two hundred
years of tradition and expertise in textile
manufacturing and for them, luxury begins with
outstanding craftsmanship, using the highest
quality, natural fibres.
@ johnstonsofelgin
@ johnstonsofelgin
@Johnstons_Elgin
@Johnstons of Elgin

Jacqui Fink is an artist based in Sydney
Australia who works predominantly with high
grade and naturally coloured merino wools
from Australia and New Zealand. Jacqui’s
focus is on creating residential, commercial
and public textile installations both extreme in
their scale, and representative of the physical
challenge they present for one pair of hands.
@jacquifink
@jacquifink

Jessica Dance

Little Greene
Little Greene is an independent, British paint
manufacturer, committed to the socially and
environmentally responsible production of high
quality paints and wallpapers. With records
dating back to the year 1773, the Little Greene
Dye Works of Collyhurst Wood, on the outskirts
of Manchester is one of England’s most ancient
industrial sites for the making of paints and
dye solutions.
@littlegreenepaintcompany
@Little.Greene
@LittleGreene
littlegreene

brands a-z
Lucy Sparrow

Melanie Porter

Paulus Smith

Lucy Sparrow is a contemporary artist originating
from Bath, England. She works at the intersection
of contemporary art and craft, setting the agenda
for textiles within the urban art scene. She works
mainly with felt and wool, creating oversized soft
versions of existing objects.
sewyoursoul
sewyoursoul
@sewyoursoul
Sewyoursoul

Melanie Porter is a design studio focused on
using traditional crafts to create handmade
furniture and furnishings to customers
looking for truly individual, handcrafted items.
Working with clients to create bespoke colour
and pattern designs, Melanie is dedicated to
make every customer feel that they have a
beautifully crafted item, which fits perfectly in
their home.
Melanie undertakes the entire process herself
and everything, from the restoration and
upholstering to the individual, crocheted buttons,
is done by hand. The result of this incredibly
labour-intensive process is a stunning and
unique work of art, destined to be a future
family heirloom.
@Melanie_Porter
MelPorterDesign

Paulus Smith has been a specialist joiner for
over 25 years, working on listed and historic
buildings.
He now spends his time creating beautiful
shepherd’s huts from his rural workshop in the
Sussex countryside.

Marks and Spencer
M&S is one of the UK’s leading retailers,
with 1,382 stores worldwide. The brand is
committed to delivering sustainable value for
its stakeholders and making every moment
special through the high quality, own brand food,
clothing and home products available in store
and online, both in the UK and internationally.
marksandspencer
@MarksandSpencer
@marksandspencer
marksandspencer

Melin Tregwynt
Melin Tregwynt heralds a new spirit in Welsh
design with exclusive wool blankets, throws and
cushions, furniture, accessories and clothing
that combine authentic Welsh traditions with
innovative and modern design.
@Melin Tregwynt
@eifiongriffiths

REN Skincare
Ren offers groundbreaking high-performance
skincare and bodycare made from 100% plant
and mineral-derived ingredients
@renskincare
@RENskincare
@RENskincare

Redcliffs Slippers
Hand knitted slippers made by Laura Ellery in
North London using natural yarns from Rapaki
Mahana. The thinking behind the rubber is that
people will be able to leave the house in their
slippers. Redcliffs slippers are a house shoe
inspired by adventure.
@redcliffslippers

brands a-z
Roger Oates

Rowenna Mason

Scarlet & Argent

Roger Oates are designers and producers of
smart, simple and classic pure wool Venetian
flatweave rugs and runners with over 20 years
of experience.
When Roger and Fay first discovered a
nineteenth century flatweave fragment in
the late 1980s, they set out to reintroduce
and reinvent this flooring, woven in such a
way as to be utterly authentic and true to the
art of weaving, yet completely grounded in
chic twenty-first century taste. Designs are
originated and coloured by both Fay and Roger
and the production process is run by craftsmen
who finish by hand.
@RogerOatesDesign
@Roger_OatesUK

Rowenna Mason is an award-winning weaver,
creating distinctive hand-woven products for
contemporary interiors. She is currently based
at the UK’s leading business incubator for
designer-makers, Cockpit Arts.
Rowenna’s fabrics bring together the best of
traditional technique, rural materials, innovative
design and urban inspiration. Each piece
incorporates colours, geometric patterns
or structures from London’s dynamic city
environment. Her vibrant designs celebrate
the heritage of British weaving through
contemporary design. Rowenna takes a fluid
and instinctive approach to weaving, pushing the
boundaries of the craft to create bold patterns.
@rowennamason
@rowennamasonweave
@RowennaMason

Scarlet & Argent create blankets, throws
and finishing touches, lovingly woven in its
Yorkshire Mill. The range includes classic and
much loved designs alongside some exciting
weaves and textures.
Named Scarlet and Argent to reflect its history
and heritage (Scarlet for the uniforms provided
to the Military all the way back to the Battle
of Waterloo, and Argent for their white mill
weaving process) the brand epitomises all that
its family has worked for over 230 years, the
pride in the skill and creativity of its mill and
the important connection of self and family.
@scarletandargent
@ScarletArgent

Mark Alexander at Romo
Mark Alexander offers exclusive and original
textiles and wall coverings. Its design
orientation is broadly eclectic in style and
natural in quality. The designs are realised
through close working relationships with
traditional mills, incorporating specialist
techniques used to accentuate the subtle
luxury of natural yarns. Mark Alexander
is a brand for interiors, with a discreetly
elegant style.
@markalexander_ma
@markalexanderfabrics
@Mark__Alexander

Sally Spinks
Sally Spinks is a knitting artist who works
predominantly in textiles, especially with
wool, and investigates the intersection
between the domestic environment, class
and consumerism. Sally completed her MFA
at Goldsmiths in 2008 and has continued to
exhibit in Europe and the US since then.
Sally Spinks
@sally_spinks

Sofa.com
A UK-based company founded in 2006
that retails sofas, sofabeds, chairs and beds
online. Products are designed in house and
come in over 50 different styles ranging from
traditional to more contemporary pieces. Each
piece is produced in the Sofa.com owned
factory and upholstered in a large range of
fabrics bought directly from mills in Italy and
Belgium. House fabrics consist of wool, linen,
cotton, velvet and corduroy.
sofadotcom
@sofadotcom
@sofadotcom
sofadotcom

brands a-z
Solidwool

Tai Ping Carpets

Tetrad Harris Tweed

Solid Wool are the creators of a composite
material made of using Hardwick wool used to
create furniture.
What started with wool, ended with Solidwool.
Solidwool is a unique, composite material
resulting in a new way of working with wool. It’s
like fibreglass, but with wool as the reinforcement
instead of glass.
Instagram: @solidwool
@Solidwool
@Solidwool
Solid Wool

Tai Ping Carpets is a Hong Kong based,
global manufacturer of luxury handcrafted
custom carpets, serving a sophisticated
and international clientele of interior design
professionals. Proud to carry on a legacy that
has combined the ancestral techniques of
hand-knotted and hand-tufted Chinese carpet
making, with the vanguard of innovation for
nearly seven decades.
@taipingcarpets
@Taipingcarpets
@TaiPingCarpets
taipingcarpets

Tetrad is one of the UK’s leading finest
upholstery businesses with forty-five years
of experience expertly handcrafting furniture
out of the finest materials from their factory
in Lancashire, England.
Tetrad X Harris Tweed is a collection
that combines Tetrads’ signature expert
craftsmanship with the hard wearing and
prestigious Harris Tweed creating a collection,
which exudes heritage, style and comfort.
@tetradsofas
@TetradLtd
@TetradUK
tetraduk

Edward Field at Tai Ping Carpets
An American carpet maker known worldwide
for producing heirloom quality custom
floorcoverings. A vanguard of the American
design scene, Edward Fields Carpet Makers
has been creating bespoke luxury carpets
and rugs for over 70 years and is known for
unparalleled design, quality and craftsmanship.
Found in architectural landmarks as well
as notable private residences across the
world, Edward Fields’ extraordinary custom
capabilities have made it a trade secret among
designers for decades.
@efcarpetmakers
@efcarpetmakers
@EFCarpetmakers
efcarpetmakers

The Wool Room
The Wool Room is a leading destination for
high quality wool products for the home.
Wellbeing is at the heart of its product
development, with the brand focusing on
delivering the very best natural, healthy sleep.
The brand believes passionately that products
made from wool fibre can help us all live a
better, healthier and happier life.
@thewoolroom
@thewoolroom
@TheWoolRoom

Twool
Twool is an eco-friendly British wool brand with
heritage manufacturing at its heart. Supporting
rare-breed Whiteface Dartmoor sheep, they
produce a range of twines, bags and leads all made in the UK. Products are sustainable,
strong and sensible alternatives to imported
jute versions.
@twool
@thisistwool
@thisistwool

brands a-z
Vanessa Abuthnott

Vispring

Warped Textiles

Vanessa Abuthnott creates fresh and
invigorating designs on fabric and wallpapers.
The fabrics including 100% wool and
100% linen are all suitable for upholstery,
loose covers, curtains, headboards and
cushions. Ethically produced products and as
environmentally aware as possible, Vanessa
only uses organic cotton that, when blended
with linen, creates our unique linen union.
@vanessa_arbuthnott_fabrics
@vanessaArbutnottFabrics
@V_Arbuthnott

Vispring is a maker of luxury beds founded
in 1901 by an engineer called Jams Marshall.
Born out of his desire to offer his wife the
most precious gift of all – a perfect nights
sleep, he created a mattress of pioneering
design. The Vispring brand is available acrross
500 stockists in 35 countries across all five
continents. It now brings a perfect nights sleep
to more people than ever before, while still
crafting beds that are handmade to order - just
as they were in James Marshall’s day.
Its beds combine technical prowess with
a bespoke approach worthy of the finest
tailoring. They are the product of a ceaseless
quest for the ultimate in quality coupled with
lasting respect for traditional workmanship.
@vispringbeds
@vispringsbeds
@ViSpring
Vi-Spring

Warped Textiles specialises in luxurious hand
& mill woven home ware accessories that work
harmoniously within a variety of traditional
& modern settings. Created for longevity &
warmth, always designed, woven and finished
in Scotland ensuring the finest quality and
craftsmanship.
@warpedtextiles
@warpedtextiles
@warpedtextiles

brands a-z
Wallace Sewell

Weft Blown

Z.Hinchliffe

Wallace Sewell is a UK based British
textile design studio established by Harriet
Wallace-Jones and Emma Sewell upon their
graduation from The Royal College of Art in
1990. Working from London and Dorset, this
progressive studio pioneers excellence and
originality within its woven products.
Influenced by the Bauhaus and taking
inspiration from paintings, they are known for
their use of colour, structure and yarn, creating
surprising geometric formats. Wallace Sewell
strive to unite craft and manufacturing and are
proud to have always manufactured in the UK,
embracing the British Textile Industry for its
wealth of expertise and production excellence.
@wallacesewell
@wallaceandsewell
@wallacesewell
Wallace Sewell

Weft Blown hand woven cloth is transformed
into quirky textile accessories for fashion and
the home, adding a beautiful and fun element
to the overall room design. Weft Blown uses
high quality woollen yarns that are sourced
from independent mills and hand-dyers based
in the UK.
@weftblown
@weftblown
@weftblown
weftblown

Z.Hincliffe are spinners of quality wool yarn,
cashmere, lambs wool, angora, camel hair and
vicuna. It is a family owned and run business,
primarily situated in the heart of the Yorkshire
Pennines. Since humble beginnings in 1766,
when the Hinchliffe family started to trade,
it has grown and expanded into the globally
respected company that it is today.
The quality of its yarn stems from the raw
materials used, which are the finest that can be
obtained. Directly sourcing all materials without
using merchants, guarantees consistency and
therefore they have established a close working
relationship with the world’s best suppliers.

WoolSoft
WoolSoft create soft furnishings and
upholstery products for interiors and are
committed to using only 100% British wool
in all its wool fillings. Never compromising on
the quality of its products from the smallest
cushion upwards, each item is hand made to
order. The brand is always dreaming up new
ways for using wool in the interiors sector with
many clients coming with their own ideas and
bespoke commissions.
@woolsoft

